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Featuring 25 recipes and 36 exercises illustrated with clear step-by-step photos, The 3D Body
Revolution shares the secrets of the world's most elite athletes for getting super strong, super
lean, super fast.Beloved, record-setting wide receiver for the Green Bay Packers Donald Driver
retired in 2012 and since then has won Dancing with the Stars (2012) and written a bestselling
memoir, Driven. Known for his power on the field, he took a break from his intense workouts after
retiring--and found himself sluggish and unhappy.He took it upon himself to get back into the
best shape of his life--and along the way has become THE go-to guy for training other pro
athletes as well as regular people just looking for a great workout at his Dallas gym Driven Elite
Fitness and Health Center. With his trademark motivational energy and charisma, he now shares
his 3D's: the determination to eat for weight loss; the discipline to achieve high-intensity, muscle-
building workouts; and the drive to push yourself to your best. Whatever your starting level, this
workout blueprint will guide you to peak performance, with targeted nutritional and motivational
advice for each of its 3 levels. Filled with insights and insider stories from his life on and off the
field, Driver also offers a clean eating plan with 25 recipes targeted to caloric needs as well as
50 photos of him demonstrating the exercises. This is your path to peak performance and
phenomenal fitness.Be Determined. Get Disciplined. Drive to Greatness.



The material in this book is for informational purposes only. As with all new diet and fitness
regimens, the program described in this book should be followed only after first consulting with
your physician to make sure it is appropriate for your individual circumstances. The author and
publisher expressly disclaim responsibility for any adverse effects that may result from the use or
application of the information contained in this book.Copyright © 2017 by Donald DriverAll rights
reserved.Published in the United States by Harmony Books, an imprint of the Crown Publishing
Group, a division of Penguin Random House LLC, New York.Harmony Books is a registered
trademark, and the Circle colophon is a trademark of Penguin Random House LLC.Library of
Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data is available upon request.Interior photographs by
Stevan Koye PhotographyCover design by Jennifer CarrowCover photograph by Scott
McDermottv4.1aThis book is dedicated to you.It’s never I, it is always we. It is always us, never
me.Happiness begins and ends with you.Be determined. Get disciplined. Drive to
greatness.#fightforwhatyouwantCONTENTSINTRODUCTIONDRIVEN FOR
CHANGECHAPTER 1: MENTAL TUNE-UPCHAPTER 2: START YOUR ENGINEDETERMINED
TO GET FIT:WORKOUT PROGRAMS OVERVIEWCHAPTER 3: EXERCISE
GARAGECHAPTER 4: FIRST GEAR (BEGINNER PROGRAM)CHAPTER 5: THIRD GEAR
(INTERMEDIATE PROGRAM)CHAPTER 6: FIFTH GEAR (ADVANCED
PROGRAM)DISCIPLINED TO EAT CLEAN:NUTRITION OVERVIEWCHAPTER 7: FUELING
THE TANKCHAPTER 8: BUILDING (ENGINE) BLOCKSCHAPTER 9: GREASE THE
WHEELSCHAPTER 10: COOLANTSCHAPTER 11: MEAL PLANNINGCHAPTER 12:
RECIPESCHAPTER 13: TAKING THE WHEELACKNOWLEDGMENTSINTRODUCTIONYOU
SEE THAT HANDSOME DEVIL ON THE COVER? He looks pretty good now, but a few years
ago he was in danger of becoming just another pudgy, out-of-shape former athlete—a guy who
once relied on his body for his livelihood, but when that time passed, he started taking it for
granted. I looked at my retirement from pro football as an opportunity to start a new career in
easy living. After so many years of a strict diet and intensive training, I felt I had earned the right
to kick my feet up and hit cruise control. No more puddles of sweat at the gym; no more denying
myself at the dinner table. I thought exercising less and eating more would make me
happy.MAN, WAS I WRONG.All I became was heavier, softer, and less energized. I quickly
realized that when I stopped taking my training seriously, it wasn’t just my body that suffered, it
was my entire life. I felt like a shell of my former self. The spring in my step was gone. The
thousand-watt smile that accompanied me everywhere wasn’t nearly as bright. My mind and
body—even my soul—felt depressed. I was simply a poorer version of myself.When you look in
the mirror you’ve got to be content with who you see. It doesn’t matter what anyone else thinks—
positive or negative—it’s only your opinion that counts. After I retired I wasn’t satisfied with the
guy I was looking at. Because it wasn’t me. Not my true self. I had blessings—work I enjoyed; a
great, healthy family—but something was missing. I needed a change. I needed to overthrow the
lifestyle I had embraced and rediscover the drive, determination, and discipline that had allowed
me to flourish and succeed as an athlete.LET ME TELL YOU A LITTLE STORY OF HOW I



ARRIVED AT THE 3D BODY REVOLUTION.Everyone loves an underdog, and there was no
bigger long shot than me. I grew up poor in Texas, and at times I was even homeless, so my
future wasn’t lined with open doors. My parents divorced when I was two years old, my dad
spent time in prison, and my mom was constantly on the move, never letting grass grow beneath
her feet. If you judged my prospects based on the accomplishments of the kids who grew up in
my neighborhood, let’s just say nobody would’ve bet on my success. And I did my part to buy
into the broke black kid narrative: selling drugs and running the street to make it from day to day.
People who see the scars on my hands assume they’re from my long career in the NFL, but
they’re actually from punching the windows out of cars before stealing them.But I realized the
road I was going down would eventually lead to a dead end. I vowed not to be limited by my
surroundings. I convinced myself that I would find an avenue that would fill my life with
opportunity for me and my family. I was driven to find that better path, and I decided it would be
paved by football.Most kids dream of playing professional sports, and I had the advantage of
coming from athletes. My father wasn’t much in the way of a provider, but the man earned his
stripes playing Texas high school football. Legend has it he could throw the ball nearly 80 yards
in the air. My mother’s family also had its share of local sports stars. I was faster and jumped
higher than all my peers—my nickname was “Quickie” because I ran everywhere—so basketball
became my first love. It was also the passion of my older brother, and I wanted to do everything
he did. But as I got older, and the competition improved, my ordinary ball-handling skills
established a ceiling, and football became my best chance at a college scholarship. At that
point, the NFL was just a dream. Dreams don’t always come true, but no one could take away a
great education. I was determined to become the best I could be in the sport—a blur on the field
and a beast in the weight room—and to be the first child on my father’s side to attend
college.Football managed to take me to Alcorn State University in Lorman, Mississippi. I had
gotten a scholarship and the opportunity to show what I could do on the playing field. That was
when I first started thinking of my body as a race car—I wanted to make it fast, sleek, and
powerful, because even though Alcorn State is a small school, it’s part of the Southwestern
Athletic Conference, and the SWAC is no joke. To compete at this level I had to bulk up my
toothpick-lean 170-pound physique, and I had to do it fast.Lorman was a country town that didn’t
even have any fast-food chains. No McDonald’s. No KFC. Nothing. Other than the fact that too
much sugar rots your teeth, I knew nothing of nutrition. Where I came from, those chain
restaurants constituted good eats. So I had to put on weight by turning myself into a human
garbage disposal—chips, pizza, ice cream, even gizzard—if it had calories, I was swallowing it. I
developed a unique brand of discipline: eat as much as I can, work out as hard as I can. I had
poor dietary habits, to be sure—which would catch up with me later—but thanks to a rigorous
training schedule and an overactive metabolism, it worked. I was a five-time Athlete of the Year in
the conference in both football and track.My two-sport abilities—I qualified for the 1996 Olympic
field trials with a high jump of 7 feet, 6.5 inches—are what made NFL teams curious enough to
come to the little, out-of-the-way town to scout me. Of the sixteen, it was the Green Bay Packers



who wanted a private workout. Alonzo Highsmith, a former running back in the league, was a
first-year scout for the team. He immediately picked up on my desire and enthusiasm. After
working out we sat down to talk about my life—where I’d been and where I wanted to go. I told
him: “If you pick me, you won’t be sorry.”I made good on that promise. Other teams had
promised to draft me earlier, but the Packers waited until the seventh round—the 213th pick—of
the 1999 NFL draft to call my name. But that didn’t deter my belief in myself. It only served as
motivation to prove the doubters wrong. There were players who were bigger, stronger, and
faster, but nobody could say they worked harder. I had an insatiable desire to succeed. This was
what I had dreamed about during those bleak nights of my childhood. I had the drive, discipline,
and determination to do whatever it took to make the team and have a lasting career. After
playing fourteen seasons, all with the Packers, I retired as the franchise leader in receptions and
receiving yards.But then came February 6, 2013: my retirement ceremony at Lambeau Field in
Green Bay. No longer was I required to train every day, eat with a purpose instead of pleasure,
and closely monitor my health. If professional athletes are lucky, they play long enough to retire
at the age when most people are just starting to hit the prime of their careers. Playing a game for
a living was over, and now it was real-life time—three kids, a wife, a busy schedule, traveling and
speaking engagements, a return to tasty foods, and less time to spend in the gym. With a
packed calendar, I decided to reward myself with a well-earned break from the daily grind of
weight lifting and weight watching.As a result, I worked out less and ate more of the foods I had
sworn off—overstuffed hoagies replaced salads, and rich pastas pushed the veggies off my
plate. Portion size? What was that? And the thing about bad habits is that they tend to stick
around. After breaking my routine of dedicated lifting and making smart food choices seven days
a week, I found it exceedingly difficult to get back on that regimen. Those killer abs were now
lightly gift wrapped with flab and that 4.45-second 40-yard sprint was a distant memory. Not only
did I look puffier, I also felt less vital. I realized that the condition of my body directly affected how
I felt and behaved. My body language looked different—no longer moving like a coiled spring—
and I didn’t feel like myself anymore. When I became soft and full of pollutants, so did my
thoughts and actions. Rather than a Pro Bowl player, I had become a practice squad receiver
running slow, sloppy routes. My sports-car body was full of dings and dents and seemed to be
perpetually stuck in third gear.It came to a head when I was preparing for a speaking
engagement. I was in my house getting dressed, putting on one of my favorite shirts, and I
noticed that the buttons were fighting against the fabric. My first reaction was that I had just
eaten pizza, pasta, and a caramel brownie with ice cream, and that was why I had the pudge in
my stomach.DENIAL!Like so many others, I denied that I was out of shape. I lied to myself and
searched for excuses. I tried to convince myself that all it would take was for the meal—an
excessive meal at that—to work its way through my system and I’d be back to looking like my old
football self. But the truth was I had become a cliché—the retired pro athlete who was letting
himself go. You’ve seen those players: they’re out of the public eye, only making appearances at
halftime of home games to commemorate an anniversary of a championship season. They take



shuffle steps across the field, wearing an oversized coat to hide their expanding girth, giving a
sheepish wave knowing what the fans are thinking: “Wow, he looks huge. I hardly recognize
him.”I REFUSED TO BECOME ONE OF THOSE PLAYERS.Because I refuse not to be there for
my kids and their kids. And I don’t just mean alive, I want to be alive. I want to be active and
vibrant to participate in their lives. I want to walk my daughters down the aisle and toss a football
with my grandkids. It’s a common desire of people entering middle age, as they realize they may
have more years behind them than they do in front of them. Their metabolisms start slowing
down, their activity level drops, and things they took for granted—like playing on the floor with
kids—become difficult, even painful. I wasn’t there yet, but that was the direction I was
heading.Feeling as though I had let myself and my family down, I was motivated to get back to
training and eating like an athlete. That was when I felt and performed at my peak—driven,
determined, disciplined—and I wanted to feel that way again. When people aspire to look better,
athletes are often who they choose to emulate. Bodybuilders have cartoonish muscles, and
models often look gaunt and emaciated. But athletes have that lean, powerful, functional
physique that is built for life. It gives them strength and confidence in body and mind that they’re
capable of anything. That’s what I wanted to return to, and, as you’ll soon read, that’s how I
designed the 3D Body Revolution for you.So I went to my friend and trainer, John Simon, and
asked him to devise a fitness regimen for me. I had trained with John for years during and after
my career, but not as much as I once did. John works with numerous elite athletes at his gym in
Dallas. His workouts are demanding but worth the effort. Athletes are super competitive, always
trying to test themselves. One of the things I love about John’s style of training is that each
workout is practically a mini challenge in itself. Every time you hit the gym you’re trying to
improve an aspect from a previous workout, whether it be number of reps or circuits in an
allotted time, amount of weight on the bar, or distance covered. No boring routines based on
specific sets and rep ranges. No being a slave to lifting predetermined weights based on a rigid
exercise plan. You’re constantly moving, listening to and testing your body to see how much you
can get out of it.But a good training program is nothing without the proper accompanying diet,
and the truth was my nutritionist was no longer on speed dial. Some people make the mistake of
believing that if they’re dedicated in the gym, they can afford to be careless with their nutrition.
But you’ll never outexercise a poor diet. As the saying goes, abs are made in the kitchen. Once
again I tapped into the sports world to find an expert in nutrition. Amy Goodson is a board-
certified specialist in sports dietetics. She has worked with John Simon off and on since 2006
consulting with pro athletes, endurance race competitors, and everyday exercisers. She also
worked for many years as the nutritionist for the Texas Rangers and the Dallas Cowboys. What I
love about her approach to nutrition is that it’s sensible, it’s backed by science, and it can last a
lifetime.What Amy devised for me was not a crazy diet that required supplements and starvation
or kept me from eating with my family. This was a meal plan of eating cleaner, more frequent
meals, splurging now and then, but first and foremost making sensible food decisions. The
reality is that people want a quick fix. They want to lose weight fast and are willing to take risky,



temporary shortcuts to get the results. However, if you want a permanent solution and something
that will keep you lean, healthy, and feeling great for life, you won’t find it in a glamorous, trendy
diet. It’s eating clean when no one else is looking. It’s learning to cook healthfully and shopping
for the right groceries. It’s choosing a grilled entrée and vegetables at a restaurant when
everyone else is having fried chicken. It’s skipping the cookies and chips at night while watching
TV and being satisfied without dessert. It’s discipline. If it were easy, everyone would be doing it.
But trust me, you will be richly rewarded for the sacrifices. And before long, it won’t feel like any
sacrifice at all.When I put John’s program and Amy’s nutritional tactics to my own personal test,
the results were even better than I had hoped. I started to feel as strong as I did in my playing
days with the Packers. The unwanted flab around my midsection began melting away. I enjoyed
hitting the gym again and looked forward to each workout. Most important, I got my mojo back. I
lost the mental and physical sluggishness that dogged me when I let my fitness slide. I had tons
of energy again to chase around my kids and tackle all my projects. Even after hitting forty, I still
look like I could put on the pads and catch a fade in the end zone.Playing for the Packers made
me a household name in Wisconsin—and in fantasy football circles—but it was my appearance
on Dancing with the Stars that heightened my national exposure. If I ever needed to be in tiptop
conditioning—shirts were discouraged for many of the numbers—it was for that show.
Fortunately, while at the end of my career—I still had a year left in the NFL—I still looked the part.
I knew I had some swivel in my hips, but I was surprised as anyone when I won the competition.
That notoriety, along with my status as a former pro athlete, later landed me guest appearances
as a coach on The Biggest Loser and Extreme Makeover: Weight Loss Edition. That experience
had a huge impact on me.These contestants were regular people struggling with their health
and self-image. Their quest to lose weight was an albatross hanging around their necks,
burdening every aspect of their lives. Some endured chronic struggles, while others were once
fit and athletic but succumbed to many of the pitfalls of middle age. It dawned on me that if not
for the knowledge and opportunities afforded me by my football career, I could easily have
ended up in the same spot. I wanted to help these people. I wanted to see them succeed. I got
down on the mat and cheered my team through every push-up, exchanged high fives for each
pound dropped.But more than just cheerlead: seing others succeed inspired me to make a
bigger commitment. I got back home to Dallas and asked John about getting a stake in his gym. I
started taking courses to become a certified trainer. I wanted to be around and learn from people
who know the best approaches to health and fitness, and motivate others needing to benefit
from that expertise. I felt a strong desire to help people realize that achieving physical wellness
will lead to mental and spiritual strength as well.It kindled a spark to write a book. To quote F.
Scott Fitzgerald: “You don’t write because you want to say something; you write because you’ve
got something to say.” I decided that I would tackle the problem from a holistic approach. It
wouldn’t be a thirty-day fitness shortcut with impractical guarantees. Your health demands a
greater commitment. This would be a lasting lifestyle change. It would not only help people
achieve their ultimate fitness goals but raise the overall quality of their lives. This is the book you



hold in your hands today.The 3D Body Revolution is for everybody looking to get in the best
shape of their lives—physically and mentally—and stay that way. People new to fitness, those
who haven’t worked out in years and want to regain some of their youthful form, and even
already well-conditioned individuals looking for the edge a former professional athlete can
provide will find that this book delivers the motivation and pathway to a healthier, fuller life.My
first goal is to show you ways to improve your mental approach to living a healthy lifestyle, so you
can become Driven to mentally push past self-imposed barriers and overcome the obstacles
and distractions around you to achieve your ultimate physical goals. For many people, the mind
will present the tallest hurdle to doing right by their bodies. They don’t believe they have the will
and commitment to make the sacrifices necessary to improve their fitness. They deem it too
costly in both time and money, and meant for the pretty people—not them. So they allow their
minds to talk them out of it. They take the easy route of convenience, feeding their bodies too
much of something—fried foods, sweets, booze, caffeine—and not giving it enough of
something else—exercise, veggies, sleep—resulting in a gaping hole in their health that
manifests as a spare tire around their waist and a depressed spirit. You may think poor food
choices and a double chin are unrelated to a troubled state of mind, but the two are inextricably
linked.I’m going to show you how to flip that script. I’m going to get you excited and focused on
making fitness a top priority in your life. You’re going to establish a core motivation to make it so—
the inspiration or goal that will keep you dedicated and engaged. Within that broader objective,
you’re going to create realistic mini objectives to keep you on that path and experiencing
success. People want immediate, drastic results and become discouraged when they don’t
achieve them. But taking smaller, patient, assured steps will eventually lead to great
strides.You’ll channel this new drive into your workouts. The exercise plans John and I have
devised for you are fun, addicting, and hugely effective. But they will require you to be more
Determined in the gym than you’ve ever been in your life. You will need an athlete’s mentality of
constantly challenging yourself to improve. To push to be better than the person you were the
day before. Don’t worry if you’re out of practice—there are three programs based on fitness level,
from absolute novice to seasoned gym rat. The workouts themselves are also easily scalable,
allowing for further customization. So you can raise or lower the difficulty on a given day by
changing up the exercises or the length of the workout. And as you progress through the
program and your work output continually increases, you’ll notice that your health and
appearance dramatically improve. You won’t need a scale to prove it. I can’t promise inches
melting off your waist, or rippling biceps, but I guarantee a healthier, happier existence. If the
human body is like a car, The 3D Body Revolution will have yours looking and running like a
Porsche.The next part is to educate you on the importance of your nutrition—don’t worry, it’s a
fun classroom—and how it combines with your workouts to achieve your fitness goals. We’re
blessed that we have an abundance of food but are cursed with the desire to consume too much
of it—especially the bad stuff. Understanding the key components in food and dispelling
misconceptions about them is critical in developing an effective approach to eating. This is



where you’ll learn to be Disciplined in your food choices. You’ll get the full picture on carbs,
proteins, and fats and how to combine them at each meal. The meal plans Amy has helped me
devise for this book are based on the same principles she uses with her professional athletes.
Just like them, you’ll start eating with a purpose: eating meals that will keep you energized and
meet your dietary requirements, rather than sheer consumption to appease hunger or a sweet
tooth. And I’m not talking about munching on ice cubes and rice cakes, either. These are
satisfying and savory meals that are as delectable as they are nutritionally sound. Want to lose
weight? Want to pack on muscle? I show you how to eat to achieve whatever your goal may
be.Best of all, it’s not a diet—it’s a lifestyle. There’s no snake oil by way of a fad that works
temporarily, if at all. You won’t endure radical changes such as eliminating basic macronutrients
or entire food groups. You can have the meals on my plan with the entire family, which is hugely
important to me. My wife and I try to keep a junk-free home and to limit our kids to sweets on just
the weekends and special occasions. I want my family to have the foundations in proper nutrition
that I never had. We use the meal plans in this book.Lock in your commitment to the journey by
tracking your progress on social media. Nothing like impressing your friends to keep you going!
Tag your post with #3DBodyRevolution to join the community of people changing their health
and their lives.The harmony that will be created within the body by combining challenging
exercise with proper nutrition will result in harmony in the rest of your life. It may sound like a tidy
affirmation to be stretched across a T-shirt or slapped on a bumper sticker, but the truth is
leading a healthy lifestyle and treating the body as a temple reaps far greater rewards than
defined pecs or six-pack abs. Sure, those are nice, and aesthetic gains can be hugely important
to a person’s sense of worth. But the overall impact that healthy living has on every aspect of a
person’s identity is immeasurable. When you’re fitter physically, you’re fitter mentally and
spiritually. You’re better in the boardroom and you’re better on the playground. You’re simply
better.SOUND GOOD?Commit yourself to The 3D Body Revolution—be Driven to envision a
health and lifestyle change, Determined to take the necessary action to achieve it, and
Disciplined to never waver in your pursuit—and better is exactly what you’ll be.CHAPTER
1MENTAL TUNE-UPThe hard is what makes it great. —A League of Their OwnAs a former
professional athlete, I have been lifting weights and working out for most of my life. Barbells,
dumbbells, kettlebells, sandbags, medicine balls, suspension trainers, bands, prowlers—if it can
be lifted, hoisted, stretched, pushed, or pulled in the pursuit of strength and muscle, I have tried
it. Not only that, but I’ve also had the privilege of working out with some of the smartest coaches
and strongest people in the sports world. Massive guys capable of bench-pressing a refrigerator.
And after all that trial and error, all that practical experience, I’ve come to learn one irrefutable
fact: more than any muscle, the strongest part of the human body is the mind.For all its marvels,
at its core the human body is essentially weak. Given a choice, it will almost always choose the
path of least resistance. The body has to be manipulated and tricked in order to achieve results.
That’s why we call it training. Because anytime your body is challenged to operate or function
outside its comfort zone, it will rebel. Why? Because it’s flesh, and flesh enjoys comfort. When



the body is truly challenged, pain—either physical or mental—will be involved at some level.But
what I always tell people willing to accept this challenge is this: pain is weakness leaving the
body. I love to use inspirational quotes or sayings—some original, some borrowed—that embody
great truth in their simplicity. The pages of this book are peppered with many of my favorites.
This one about pain is frequently heard at my gym. The body doesn’t desire to change or grow
because it can be painful. Because it isn’t easy. If it were, we’d all be in perfect shape. In order to
achieve a heightened fitness level, your body must undergo a transformation of some sort. The
catalyst for this change and the reason you can and will endure any of the challenges presented
by my program, and by life, is your mind.As the mind is composed of your thoughts—whether
they be positive or negative—it is a powerful tool. Probably the most powerful tool any person
possesses. Thoughts precede actions. The limits we put on ourselves are created by our minds.
When I played for the Packers, nobody liked coming to Green Bay. The blustery conditions,
snow, and frigid temperatures were extra players on our side of the ball. Southern teams like
Tampa Bay or Miami, or domed teams like Detroit—who at one point lost twenty-four
consecutive games in Wisconsin—were completely intimidated. You could see it in their eyes.
They’d be covered from head to toe and drinking hot soup and we’d psych them out by wearing
short sleeves and acting as if it were nothing more than a brisk fall afternoon. Even when those
teams were more talented than us, we’d still win. Our minds were our weapons. We beat them
because of our will. Whether you think “I can” or “I can’t” when presented with the prospect of
achieving a goal, you’re probably right. And if you’re like most people I know, you’re probably
selling yourself short. I’m betting you’re more capable than you think.When something is difficult,
like losing a lot of weight, changing your diet, or elevating your fitness to a higher level, your
thoughts are the first to challenge whether it’s possible. You look at a picture of a younger you in
your twenties and think, “I’ll never look like that again.” If you allow them, these types of thoughts
can dictate and control the outcome before your body ever comes into play. If your mind tells you
to quit, or that it can’t be done, your body will follow. If your mind tells you to fight and push
through, your body will endure the more difficult path. Through mental strength and focus, the
mind has the power to will the body past fatigue, pain, and failure. It can override negativity and
spur great gains if you let it.Don’t just take my word for it. A study done at Ohio University and
published in the Journal of Neurophysiology found that subjects actually got stronger by simply
thinking intently about exercise. No weights, no movement, just imagery of intense arm flexing
for eleven minutes, five times a week. By the sheer force of their minds the subjects increased
the size of their biceps. Now, I don’t believe you can achieve a healthy lifestyle by simply thinking
about it. Dreams don’t work unless you do. And my program involves a lot more than just mental
sweat. But I want you to realize what an asset mental strength can be. I want you to realize that
you can—and will—become driven to achieve your goals.Because the opposite is equally
powerful. I’ve come across countless people at my gym and on the exercise shows I appeared
on who were undermining their fitness efforts with negativity—“I’ll never be fit,” “I can’t eat
healthy”—before they even gave themselves a chance. It’s just a classic example of allowing



their past to adversely impact their future. But what you’ve been will not determine who you’ll be
if you’re willing to undertake real change. You can’t neglect something as critical as improving
your health because you’re afraid of the challenge. Replacing the negative thoughts you have
about your body and well-being with positive emotions and beliefs is a critical first step on your
road to better health. Along with it, you need to learn the value of tolerating discomfort and things
you don’t like to do. And by conquering these minor roadblocks, you’ll gain the self-confidence to
tackle other hurdles in your life.Think of all the things in your life that you’re proud of. It could be
your marriage, your job, your family, or a professional degree. Maybe it’s even a skill such as
playing an instrument or a material possession like your house. For me, my wife and kids and
that Packers uniform I wore for all my years in the NFL are tremendous sources of pride. No
matter what you think of, I guarantee it didn’t come easy. But I bet you knew that already.
Because the greatest successes in our lives take the most sacrifice. Raising kids, growing a
career or business, or maintaining a loving relationship are so worthwhile because they also
happen to be so demanding. As the saying goes, “If you find a path with no obstacles, it
probably doesn’t lead anywhere.”The problem is that while many people focus intently on those
aspects of their lives, their health takes a backseat. It’s seen as something to ignore unless
there’s a problem. Even if it’s severely deteriorated—big gut, high blood pressure, poor
conditioning—if it’s not broken, there’s no point in fixing it. But I believe that if you develop the
habits of a healthy lifestyle—working out and eating the right foods—you will be even more
successful and happy in those other priorities in your life. A soft, polluted body makes a person
less vital; getting in shape promotes self-confidence and empowerment.Not only will a healthy
body strengthen your mind, it literally protects it. Everyone is aware that excessive body fat
increases a person’s risk of acquiring a host of health problems including heart disease, stroke,
cancer, and type 2 diabetes. But an unfit body contaminates the mind as well—and I don’t just
mean the destructive aspect it has on a person’s confidence and sense of worth, which is
immeasurable. A study at the Australian National University concluded that the heavier you are,
the more your brain shrinks with age. The study found that overweight people had a less
voluminous hippocampus, which can lead to memory loss and dementia. Deterioration to this
part of the brain also leads to Alzheimer’s disease.But I’m sure you don’t need convincing of the
value of exercise and healthy eating. What you may need convincing of, however, is that you’re
capable of enjoying both. And every journey has a beginning. “You don’t have to be great to start,
but you have to start to be great.” It’s another quote I love, this one from motivational speaker Zig
Ziglar, and it hits at the heart of what prevents most people from achieving their health and
fitness goals. The hill to climb seems so steep, the damage you’ve done to yourself through
neglect seems so insurmountable, that there’s no point in attempting to change. That’s self-
sabotage that needs to stop, and your mind needs to be the spark. Research has continually
shown the positive effect that exercise has on mental health. I’m going to show you that the
reverse is also true.MAKE FITNESS YOUR NO. 1 PRIORITYAs we get older, we get
complacent. We always encourage our kids to be adventurous and expose themselves to new



things, but as adults we rarely, if ever, follow the same advice. It’s safer and more comfortable to
maintain the status quo and coast, even if it’s leading down a ruinous path. Nobody goes to bed
one night and wakes up 30 pounds heavier the next morning—it took years of inactivity and
destructive habits. Interrupting this pattern of behavior calls for bold action that will require
getting out of your comfort zone. You’re going to have to adopt a new way of life, like the one I’m
presenting to you in this book. Psychologists refer to this as embracing a “growth” mind-set
instead of “fixed” behavior. And by embracing it, I don’t mean trying a few workouts and cooking
a few of the meals—people are always dipping their toes in the fitness waters without getting
wet. You need to dive all the way in. Be the type of person that when your feet hit the floor in the
morning, the devil says, “Oh hell, he’s up.”I don’t want you to quit your job or move out of the
house. Don’t miss your kid’s ball games or a family wedding. I’m not trying to get you fired or
make you a social pariah. But for the time being, make the exercise and eating plans in this book
the top priority in your life. It’s not being selfish; it’s the only way to realize significant change. It
will take dedication and sacrifice—in the next chapter we’re going to discuss some ways to make
it a seamless part of your life—but it will be worth the effort. I don’t believe in putting an expiration
date on your fitness, but you can establish a block of time—a month or six weeks—to start. I
appreciate that having a line in the sand to judge progress can sometimes prove motivating to
people. But I’d like you to think of it as a report card, not graduation. Make this kind of
commitment to my program and two things will happen:You’ll find that the sacrifices aren’t nearly
as demanding as you envisioned.The results will be so rewarding that you’ll have little trouble
continuing. In fact, it will be addicting. You’ll be astonished that you used to live any other
way.MAKE YOURSELF AN UNBREAKABLE PROMISEWe’re constantly living up to promises
we make to other people. We vow not to cheat on our spouses or partners and to be there for our
kids. We show up to work every day and try to do our jobs to the best of our abilities. I’m even
making you a promise with this book. I’m guaranteeing that if you follow the exercise program
and nutritional guidelines, not only will you undergo tremendous physical change, but your whole
life will improve. If we happen to break one of our promises, we feel awful. If this book doesn’t
give you the results I’m promising, believe me, I’ll feel pretty lousy about it. Nothing is worse than
letting someone down. We beat ourselves up and pledge never again.BUT BREAK A PROMISE
TO OURSELVES? NO PROBLEM.One thing about me you’ll discover in this book is that I’m not
afraid to deliver some tough love. I don’t believe in sugarcoating just to make what I’m telling you
easier to swallow. So here’s some truth: there will be obstacles. Whether it’s struggling with a
workout or straying with a stretch of unhealthy meals, there will be times when you’re stuck in
neutral or even take a step back. After several weeks of weight loss, the scale may point to a
number you thought you’d left in your past. Worse yet, you may encounter a daunting personal
crisis or professional hurdle. Many people view these obstacles as roadblocks instead of speed
bumps. They think it’s proof that they don’t possess the makeup or discipline to live a healthy
lifestyle and use these difficulties as excuses to give up. Don’t be that person. Your health is too
important. Don’t let yourself down by giving up. Make a promise to yourself that you’re going to



be committed no matter what adversity stands in your way.When I entered the NFL draft I
thought I was going in the fourth round to either Kansas City or San Francisco. Both teams
promised me as much. Then I dropped to the seventh round, the twenty-fifth wide receiver taken.
I was picked by Green Bay, a city I didn’t even know was in Wisconsin. When I arrived that April I
got off the plane in shorts and a T-shirt and nearly turned into a Popsicle. I was a Texas kid, a fan
of the Oilers and Cowboys, and now I was going to freeze my butt off up north on a team where I
was tenth on the depth chart. I felt disrespected. I had plenty of confidence—when asked by a
reporter about the weaknesses of my game, I replied, “Nothing”—and now I had the motivation. I
came to work every day with a smile on my face and played my hardest, catching every ball
thrown my way. My goal was to make it in the NFL. Even after recording only thirty-seven catches
in my first three seasons, I wasn’t about to let it go. I had to continue to break through barriers to
make my dream a reality.So when you encounter one of these moments—and there will be
these moments—you will soldier on. If anything, you should view them as learning experiences.
Experience is the hardest kind of teacher—it gives you the test first and the lesson afterward.
Because the more times you get up from stumbles, the fewer you will encounter in the future.
Remember: there’s no such thing as perfect. Whether it’s the dedication to and intensity of your
training or adherence to the meal plan, it’s natural to think you could be doing something better.
But better can be the enemy of good. And as long as you’re making good, steady progress in
improving your health and habits, the rewards you seek will definitely come.THINK LIKE AN
ATHLETEWhen you play professional football—or sports at any level, for that matter—positive
thinking can be the only state of mind. You not only need belief in your abilities, you must trust
that success is almost inevitable. When I lined up across from a tough defensive back like Dante
Hall of the Atlanta Falcons, I never thought, I hope I can get open. Or if we called a play that I
struggled with the last time we ran it, I wouldn’t think, I’d better not mess this up again. The same
way LeBron James would never step to the free-throw line or Serena Williams prepare to serve
hoping not to miss, all my thoughts were geared toward running a smooth and effective route
and making a play. I’d envision myself exploding off the line after the snap, executing my
footwork just as I planned, breaking away from the defender’s coverage, and streaking clear into
the open field to receive the pass. Or if it was a running play, I could see myself engaging my
opponent, grabbing him by the shoulder pads, and driving him back into the secondary to create
space for our ball carrier. The ensuing touchdown was inevitable.I’d love to tell you that all my
thoughts became reality: that I always got open, never missed a block, and all our plays resulted
in large chunks of yards. But the truth is the opposing defense had players who were pretty good
at their jobs, too. They believed just as confidently in their abilities and their schemes to stop us.
Dante Hall had no trouble telling me so…repeatedly. Things didn’t always work out as planned.
That’s just the nature of sports. That’s just the nature of life. So we would huddle up after a failed
play, call the next one, and come to the line expecting great things.I want you to tackle your
health with the same attitude. I want you to adopt and become accountable to the same drive,
determination, and work ethic. This is what pushes you not just to become a professional



athlete, but to reach the top of any profession. No matter what you’ve felt in the past about your
fitness level, no matter what setbacks you’ve endured, this time is different. You’re going to
succeed. You’re going to be more dedicated and more disciplined than ever before. You’re going
to drop those unwanted pounds and start feeling and looking more energized. Even if you’re
satisfied with your current weight but feel stagnant in your current conditioning programs—not
gaining strength or putting on lean muscle any longer—you’re going to smash through those
plateaus. It’s not a matter of if but when you start reaching your goals, only to then reset the bar
even higher to scale new heights. Winning a Super Bowl is awesome; a second title even
sweeter. This type of attitude will not only help you bring about the lifestyle change you seek, it
will permeate other aspects of your life. Work, relationships, and just about anything you set your
mind to will benefit from this new sense of confidence. Even if things don’t always work out
exactly as you envision, you know if you keep at it with a positive frame of mind, it will be only a
matter of time.This self-assurance is also why athletes are so competitive. They love any chance
they get to prove themselves. In the Packers weight room we were constantly trying to one-up
each other. If someone hit the wide receiver record on the squat rack, I was gunning to beat it.
And as you’ll discover when you get to the workout programs, I’ve designed them so that in each
session you’re competing against your previous best. Whether it’s completing a workout in less
time than you did before, or doing it with greater resistance, your goal will be to increase your
work capacity each time you step into the gym. Keep beating your old personal best scores, and
the only thing you’ll lose is pounds.IT WILL WORK…TRUST MEI know what you’re thinking: this
is all pretty easy for me to say. I’m a former professional athlete and have never struggled with
being overweight. Well, as I stated earlier, after retiring from football I did put disciplined eating
and working out on the back burner. I can appreciate that when it’s not required of you, it’s very
easy to let yourself go. When you look in the mirror, and the person staring back isn’t the best
you, it’s devastating right down to your soul—doesn’t matter if you’re 5 or 50 pounds overweight.
I also know that when you’re on the wrong side of forty, you’ve got to be smarter about your
conditioning. I recognize that my body’s metabolism has slowed down and that workouts I used
to crush in my playing days could potentially crush me now.And I also know this may not be the
first fitness book you’ve bought, and the others have let you down. I’ve spent a great deal of time
working with people just like you to discover a long-term solution to leading a healthy lifestyle.
I’ve experimented in the gym on myself, with my coaches, and with everyday people to fine-tune
the exercise program. I’ve worked with aspiring professional athletes, husbands, wives, couples
(the gym is a great place to meet someone—it’s where I met my wife), even fathers and sons
trying to get in shape together. They’ve all taught me things that I’m going to pass on to you.You
will probably come across an exercise and say to yourself: “I haven’t done that since high
school.” Which should tell you something, because that’s when you were probably in your best
shape. So often people stop doing things because they think they’re “too old” to be doing them,
when the real problem could be that not doing them is what’s making them feel old. But don’t
worry—I’m going to help you rediscover your personal best.
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Brian Card, “It’s will change your perspective on long term health and fitness. By far the most
simple yet comprehensive book on fitness and nutrition I’ve ever read. This book is for the
average man written by someone who is far from average. Easy to follow steps that take you
through the entire process of making reasonable permanent change. Changed my life no doubt”

Moni, “Great!. Awesome book! Bought for hubby, he really liked its content. Good stuff.”

Steve H., “AGreat Christmas gift. I am giving this as a Christmas gift. Have not read it.”
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